HColonDB: A Database for Human Colon Cancer Research.
HColonDB (Human Colon cancer Database) is an important database which integrates genes, pathways, networks, drugs, and other information related to colon cancer. The purpose of the database is to provide a platform for the systematic research of colon cancer. The relationships between genes and pathways, genes and networks, and networks and pathways are obtained from the database KEGG. Furthermore, the information of the drugs used to treat colon cancer is available in HColonDB, which is collected and organized from DrugBank and PubChem database. In brief, we have summarized 81 genes, 112 pathways, 108 networks, and 15 drugs associated with colon cancer. The current version of HColonDB contains 322 associations between genes and pathways, 242 associations between genes and networks, and 68 associations between networks and pathways. In addition, HColonDB provides a friendly interface for users to browse and search. We hope that the database can make it more convenient for researchers to get the data they need and help in the treatment of colon cancer.